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A B S T R A C T   

This paper aims to evaluate the effectiveness of flax fiber reinforced epoxy composites (FFRCs) under realistic 
environmental conditions, contributing to the development of sustainable composite materials for semi- 
structural outdoor applications. For this purpose, the reversibility of FFRC performance under consecutive and 
repeated humid-dry aging cycles was investigated for the first time. 

In particular, FFRCs were exposed to three cycles (total aging time of 12 weeks), with each cycle (duration 4 
weeks) comprising 10 days of wetting (salt-fog spray; 35 ◦C, 95 % RH, 5 wt% NaCl solution) and 18 days of 
drying (22 ◦C, 50 % RH). Three-point bending tests were carried out up to 18 days of drying within each cycle to 
monitor changes in the mechanical performances of composites. Water absorption capacity, density and void 
content were also assessed by tracking weight changes throughout the aging campaign. The experimental results 
highlighted that the humid phase of each cycle causes degradation of FFRC materials, even though they are able 
to fully recover their flexural strength during each dry phase, indicating reversible aging. On the other hand, a 
stiffness permanent reduction was observed due to irreversible degradation phenomena.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, natural fiber reinforced composites (NFRCs) have 
garnered increasing attention due to their promising potential to bridge 
the gap between satisfying mechanical properties and environmental 
sustainability. This convergence of strengths makes NFRCs an exciting 
field of research and development [1]. 

The increased interest in NFRCs originates from their ability to fulfill 
the need for strong, durable, and eco-friendly materials [2]. Unlike 
traditional synthetic fiber composites, NFRCs use renewable plant fibers 
like flax, hemp, jute, and kenaf, aligning with the global trend toward 
sustainable production [3]. Different types of fabrics can be used as 
reinforcement of NFRCs [4–6] These composites are often characterized 
by tensile strength, flexural strength, and impact resistance, resistance 
making them suitable for structural semi-structural applications [7]. 
Additionally, NFRCs often exhibit superior damping properties in com-
parison to their synthetic counterparts, making them suitable for ap-
plications where vibration and noise reduction are crucial [3,8]. 

However, some drawbacks related to the heterogeneity of natural 
fibers, their weak interfacial adhesion with polymeric matrices and their 
considerable moisture absorption, restrict the extensive use of these 

materials. This limitation is particularly evident in outdoor applications 
where alternate wet or humid conditions are prevalent. These factors 
hinder the widespread diffusion of natural fibers, making them less 
suitable for use in such conditions. 

While an extensive literature is available on evaluating and pre-
dicting the behavior of natural fiber reinforced composites exposed to 
humid or alternate humid/dry conditions [9–13], few studies explored 
the recovery of these materials after drying. 

Kim and Seo [14] investigated the evolution of mechanical proper-
ties as well as the water absorption of sisal fiber reinforced composites 
under alternate aging tests. In particular, these composites were first 
immersed in water for 9 days, then dried at 50 ◦C for 1 day, showing that 
increased cyclic times led to higher water uptake and poorer mechanical 
properties (i.e., decreased maximum strength and severe elongation). 

The impact of cycles of UV radiation at 70 ◦C (8 h) and water 
condensation at 50 ◦C (4 h) on the aging resistance of three types 
(unidirectional, cross-ply and quasi-isotropic) of biocomposites made of 
green epoxy matrix reinforced by sisal fibers was studied by Zuccarello 
et al. [15]. It was found that both the tensile strength and the delami-
nation strength of these biocomposites were significantly influenced by 
the aging after undergoing 112 cycles over a total of 8 weeks. 
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Cadu et al. [16] investigated the effect of wet-dry cycles (i.e., 90 % 
HR for 3.5 days and 40 % HR for a further 3.5 days, both at 55 ◦C) on 
unidirectional flax/epoxy composites. After 1 year and 52 aging cycles, 
the composite showed slight declines in mechanical performances (i.e., 
− 10 % in moduli and − 14 % in the ultimate tensile stress). Furthermore, 
other authors assessed the impact of aging on composite transverse 
properties [17]. Results revealed significant decreases in both tensile 
strength (i.e., about − 20 % after 1 week) and modulus (i.e., approxi-
mately − 18 % after 1 week, reaching − 45 % after 1 year). These findings 
were mainly attributed to physical matrix plasticization. 

Analogously, Mak et al. [18] investigated the tensile performances 
reduction of flax fiber reinforced polymers subjected to 12 wet-dry cy-
cles, showing that aging cycles caused a significant reduction in me-
chanical properties already after 3 aging cycles. 

Furthermore, Barbière et al. compared the effect of ambient, wet and 
wet/dry conditions (i.e., water immersion at room temperature more 
than 90 days followed by drying at 40 ◦C for 2 days) on the fatigue 
behavior of hemp/epoxy composites showing that the evolution of cu-
mulative AE energy and hysteresis loop energy, the evolution of damage 
quantity and final hysteresis energy are very similar regardless of the 
conditioning [19]. 

In such a context, in the last years our attention was focused on the 
assessment of the effects of reversible and irreversible degradation 
phenomena on performances of glass, flax and glass-flax fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites during their exposition to discontinuous marine 
conditions [20–26]. 

In particular, a detailed investigation addressed to evaluate the 
ability to recover the physical and mechanical properties of epoxy based 
composites reinforced with flax fibers, exposed to a single humid-dry 
cycle (i.e., salt-fog exposure for 15 and 30 days, followed by 21 days 
of controlled dry storage) was carried out [21,26]. The main findings 
evidenced that these composites experience both reversible and irre-
versible aging phenomena during the initial humid phase in addition to 
a noticeable regaining of their mechanical properties during the 
following dry phase, especially for short humid cycles. Generally, it was 
shown that that their mechanical strength is mainly affected by 
reversible degradation phenomena while stiffness is influenced by 
irreversible degradation: i.e., both impacting the composites toughness 
evolution during the wet/dry cycle. 

Overall, these results made us infer that further research activities 
focused on assessing performances of FFRCs aged in hydrothermal or 
wet/dry environmental conditions will allow to improve our knowledge 
of their real durability when exposed to hostile environments. In 
particular, the reversibility of the performance’s recovery of these 
composites under consecutive and repeated cycles of exposure to salt 
spray and dry phases is not a well-studied topic. Investigating this could 
provide significant added value and contribute to a deeper under-
standing in this research field. 

For these reasons, the present work aims to evaluate, for the first 
time, how three repeated humid-dry aging cycles can impact the 
reversibility of physical and mechanical properties of flax fiber- 
reinforced epoxy composites (FFRCs), manufactured through vacuum 
assisted resin infusion process. Specifically, the maximum aging period 
was 12 weeks, with each humid-dry cycle lasting four weeks (i.e., 10 
days of wetting followed by 18 days of drying). For each cycle, three- 
point bending tests were performed after 0, 5, 10, and 18 days of dry-
ing. Furthermore, the composites’ weight was monitored at regular in-
tervals during both humid and dry phases of each cycle, to assess the 
variation in their physical properties, such as water absorption capacity 
and density. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials and methods 

Flax fiber reinforced polymer (FFRP) panels (30 × 30 × 0.335 cm3) 

were produced via vacuum assisted resin infusion technique. A two- 
stage vacuum pump model VE 235 D by Eurovacuum (Reeuwijk, 
Netherlands) was employed to apply a vacuum level equal to 0.1 atm 
(absolute). Each composite underwent a first curing phase at room 
temperature (25 ◦C ± 1 ◦C) for 24 h followed by post-curing at 50 ◦C for 
15 h. A commercial DEGBA epoxy resin (SX8 EVO supplied by Mates 
Italiana s. r.l., Italy) mixed with its amine-based hardener (100:30 by 
weight) was used as polymeric matrix. Five 2 × 2 twill weave woven flax 
fabrics (shown in Fig. 1) with nominal areal weight of 318 g/m2 (Lineo, 
France), constituted the reinforcement of composites. These fabrics were 
employed in the composite manufacturing process in their as-received 
state (i.e., without undergoing any pre-treatment). 

The fiber volume fraction of the manufactured composite was equal 
to 36.8 %. This value was calculated through the following equation 
[27]: 

υf =100 ×

(
n × m
ρf × t

)

where n is the number of fabric layers, m is the fabric nominal areal 
weight, ρf is the density of flax fibers (i.e., 1.29 g/cm3) and t is the 
composite’s thickness. 

2.2. Salt-fog/dry aging phases 

This work aims to determine the influence of three consecutive 
humid/dry aging cycle on the ability of FFRCs to regain their mechanical 
performance after exposure to these conditions, mimicking those 
encountered in the marine field. 

During the humid phase, a climatic chamber model CC1000iP 
(Ascott analytical, UK) was used to subject composite panels to salt-fog 
spray (5 wt% NaCl solution) up to 10 days at 35 ◦C ± 1 ◦C, according to 
ASTM B 117 standard. After this exposure period, five samples for each 
condition were cut to their nominal size (as required for the specific test) 
with the aid of a diamond saw. The aged specimens were then stored in a 
dry environment (50 % relative humidity and 22 ◦C temperature) up to 
18 days before undergoing mechanical testing. Hence, each cycle lasted 
28 days (i.e., it consists of a 10 days humid phase and an 18 days drying 
phase) and the entire aging campaign was characterized by 3 humid/dry 
cycles. In more detail, three-point bending tests were conducted after 0, 
5, 10, and 18 days of drying for each cycle in order to monitor changes in 
the mechanical performances of biocomposites. 

For the sake of clarity, specimens will be named using the code 
“nWDb”, where n and b represent the cycle number (i.e., 1, 2 or 3) and 
the time intervals in days of the dry phase, respectively. For example, 

Fig. 1. Twill weave flax fabric.  
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2WD7 is referred to specimens tested after 7 days of drying during the 
second cycle. As reference, 0WD0 indicates unaged specimens (control 
sample). 

2.3. Water uptake measurements 

To determine the relationship between water absorption and salt-fog 
exposure time, following the ASTM D570 standard, three square samples 
(100 mm × 100 mm) were daily removed from the salt-fog chamber up 
to 10 days, wiped with a dry cloth and weighed using an analytical 
balance (model AX 224 by Sartorius, Germany) with a precision of 0.1 
mg. The weight change (WC, expressed in percentage) of composites was 
calculated using the following equation: 

WC(%)=
Wti− W0

W0
• 100 Eq. 1  

Where W0 represents the weight of unaged samples and Wti is the weight 
of the sample after at ti aging exposure time (i.e., identified as sum of the 
time intervals in salt-fog chamber and drying). The same formula was 
used to monitor also the weight reduction occurring during the dry 
phases of each cycle, by weighing samples every day. 

In addition, the density of composites after aging was measured 
during the water uptake test. The experimental density (ρce) of each 
sample was calculated by taking the mean value of three weight and 
volume measurements. All the standard deviations in these measure-
ments were below 0.015 g/cm3, thus indicating good consistency. 

2.4. Quasi-static mechanical tests 

For each investigated condition, five specimens (13 mm × 64 mm) 
were subjected to three-point bending tests in accordance to ASTM D 
790 standard, by using a U.T.M. model Z005 by Zwick-Roell, Germany, 
equipped with a 5 kN load cell. The support distance and the crosshead 
speed were fixed at 54 mm and 1.4 mm/min, respectively. 

The morphology of the fractured surfaces of samples was observed 
with the aid of a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Quanta 450, USA). 
All analyzed surfaces were preliminary sputtered with a thin layer of 
gold to prevent electrostatic charging during the measurements. 

Fig. 2 schematizes the manufacturing process of composites, the 
aging cycles applied and the main characterization analyses (i.e., water 
uptake and flexural tests). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Water uptake measurements 

Fig. 3 depicts the weight change experienced by flax composites, due 
to water absorption and desorption experienced in salt-fog and dry 
phases of each aging cycle. 

By evaluating the first cycle on this graph, it is possible to notice that 
when the composite material is exposed to salt-fog spray conditions (i.e., 
humid phase), its weight gradually increases over time with a steeper 
rate of increase in the early stages of exposure. This initial rapid water 
uptake can lead to a weight gain of over 4 % after just 2 days (48 h) of 
salt-fog exposition. However, as the exposure time continues, the rate of 
water absorption slows down, thus resulting in a less pronounced weight 
gain trend. A bimodal trend with a knee in correspondence of around 
150 h can be identified. 

In particular, the flax fiber reinforced composite achieves a 
maximum weight change equal to 7.89 % after 10 days of exposition (i. 
e., 240 h). This behavior ca be attributed to a combination of factors that 
enhance the absorption of water experienced by FFRC materials. The 
hydrophilicity of the composite components promotes water absorption 
on the surface, initiating the uptake process. In more detail, water 
molecules are able to interact with unreacted hydrophilic and polar 
groups of the thermoset matrix, including hydroxyl and amine groups, 
creating favorable pathways for water diffusion [28,29]. Flax fibers’ 
hydrophilic behavior notably accelerates the amount of water absorbed 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the experimental campaign.  

Fig. 3. Weight change evolution at increasing time during each aging cycles.  
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by composites exposed to humid or wet conditions [20,30]. This process 
involves three main stages [31,32]: (1) water diffusion through micro-
cavities and pores on the matrix surface, (2) enhanced water diffusion 
driven by capillary action at the fiber-matrix interface, and (3) 
fiber-matrix debonding and matrix cracking caused by aging-induced 
phenomena like fiber swelling and matrix softening [33]. Addition-
ally, water absorption disrupts secondary cellulose bonds within flax 
fibers, thus weakening them and creating pathways for further water 
penetration [21,34]. 

The weight gain of the composite can be attributed to a dynamic 
competition among several concurrent processes. In the second part of 
the water adsorption step, characterized by a lower slope in the water 
uptake trend, slow kinetic processes become the main limiting factors. 
This agrees with the bimodal curve trend, that deviates from the typical 
Fickian behavior, cause of irreversible damage and water absorption 
over time [35]. 

Further interesting considerations can be argued evaluating the 
evolution of the weight change during the next humid-dry cycles. Both 
the second and the third cycle show an analogous monotone trend with a 
progressive increase during the humid phase followed a reduction in 
weight during the next dry phase. Nevertheless, some differences may be 
found in the amount of weight gained or lost during these phases. In 
particular, it is possible to observe an increase in the maximum water 
uptake values shown at the end of humid phase at increasing the cycle 
number. These values in the second and third cycles are equal to 8.25 % 
(i.e., after 912 h of aging) and 8.65 % (i.e., after 1584 h of aging), 
respectively. Analogously, the residual weight change at the end of dry 
phases of II cycle and III cycle are equal to 1.38 % (i.e., after 1344 h of 
aging) and 1.25 % (i.e., after 2016 h of aging), respectively. Therefore, 
an increase in the gap (Δw) between maximum and minimum weight 
values reached at the end of humid and dry phases is found as function of 
the aging cycle’ number, as reported in Table 1. This implies that the 
FFRCs show great predisposition to absorb and desorb water leading to a 
wide Δw at increasing the cycles’ number. 

This behavior can be due to the degradation phenomena occurring 
during the humid phase of each cycle. Due to water adsorption and 
diffusion into the bulk material, the microstructure of FFRC changes due 
the activation and growth of microcracks and/or interfacial debonding. 
This modification becomes more significant with an increasing number 
of applied aging cycle. 

Accordingly, Newman in Ref. [36] evidenced that the water 
damaging can be ascribed to an increased volume of pores, that led to a 
relevant increase in water diffusivity of aged samples. 

Due to the prolonged exposure to salt-fog, the specimens experienced 
somewhat significant physical damages [36]. These defects, such as 
internal cracks, behave as preferential pathways through which water 
can diffuse, thus worsening the deterioration of the composite’ structure 
[37] speeding up the permeation (i.e., during the humid phase) and the 
evaporation (i.e., during the following dry phase) of the absorbed water. 
Hence, the triggering of these microcracks or debonding areas at the 
fiber-matrix interfaces within the composite [38] is responsible for the 
acceleration of these reversible processes, as well as the effective sorp-
tion and subsequent removal of absorbed water through evaporation 
[21]. 

Furthermore, to assess better the degradation of composites exposed 
to salt-fog, the evaluation of their density under varying humid/dry 
exposure times can provide valuable insights into these degradation 

processes. 
In this regard, Fig. 4 displays the variation of composite’s density 

during the entire aging campaign. 
The growing trend during the humid phase suggests that water is 

gradually being absorbed by the material. For example, the 1WD0 
samples (i.e., exposed to salt-fog spray conditions for 10 days without 
subsequent drying) show density increase (i.e., +4.6 %) in comparison 
to the unaged samples (i.e., 1.184 g/cm3 and 1.132 g/cm3, respectively). 
This means that water is accumulating in both the hydrophilic and 
porous regions of the composite. After two and three salt-fog phases 
(2WD0 and 3WD0, respectively), the density increases are reduced to 
1.174 g/cm3 and 1.172 g/cm3, respectively. 

Furthermore, the drying behavior of the composite depends on the 
duration of their salt-fog exposure. 1WDx, 2WDx and 2WDx represent 
specimens exposed for one, two or three cycles in the salt-fog chamber 
followed by drying at different times, respectively. 1WDx batch initially 
absorbs water during the humid phase, thus leading to an improvement 
of composite density. Afterward, the density suddenly decreases during 
the dry phase until reaching a stable level of 1.128 g/cm3 after pro-
longed drying. 

3WDx batch starts with about 1 % lower density than 1WDx. How-
ever, it loses water significantly within already the first 24 h of drying, 
reducing its density by 1.7 % (i.e., from 1.172 g/cm3 to 1.153 g/cm3). 
After further drying, it reaches a plateau at around 1.115 g/cm3. This 
suggests that most absorbed water is easily released, but some perma-
nent damage might occur, as indicated by the remaining weight gain 
even after prolonged drying time. In fact, upon analysis, it was discov-
ered that the value derived from the aged specimen was slightly lower 
than that the unaged counterpart. This discrepancy may suggest that the 
humid/dry aging treatment triggered the nucleation of various voids or 
cavities inside the bulk composite structure (i.e., mainly at the fiber- 
matrix-interface). Due to these newly formed defects, the apparent 
density of aged specimens underwent a decrease towards the end of the 
dry phase of each cycle when compared to the unaged specimen. This 
implies that the aging treatment exerted a notable influence on the 
material, thus resulting in altered physical properties. 

3.2. Quasi-static mechanical tests 

3.2.1. Stress-strain curves 
In order to provide a reliable benchmark for assessing the mechan-

ical performance modification in flax composites during humid and dry 
phases, an analysis was performed to evaluate the changes in flexural 
stress-strain curves over different periods of exposure to salt-fog and dry 
conditions, which represents the humid and dry phases. This analysis is 
depicted in Fig. 5, and it serves as a preliminary contribution of the 
relationship between aging conditions and mechanical behavior of the 
flax composite. 

Table 1 
Main weight changes at varying aging cycles.   

Maximum weight change 
[%] 

Residual weight change 
[%] 

Δw [%] 

I Cycle 7.89 1.47 6.41 
II Cycle 8.25 1.38 6.87 
III Cycle 8.65 1.25 7.40  Fig. 4. Density evolution at increasing time during each aging cycles.  
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By evaluating the stress-strain curves referred to samples immedi-
ately after the exposition to salt-fog chamber (Fig. 5a) an evident 
reduction in strength and stiffness in the aged samples can be identified, 
compared to the unaged one. This can be observed by an evident 
reduction of the maximum stress and the slope of the curves at low 
strain, related to strength and stiffness of the composite, respectively. 
Furthermore, due to exposition to the humid environment the composite 
acquires a clear elastoplastic behavior, as identifiable by a large 
deflection of the stress-strain curve at large strain. Due to exposure to 
salt-fog, a transition from mainly linear mode, characterized by a sudden 
and catastrophic failure, to non-linear one that entails progressive fail-
ure, occurs. This could imply the presence of extensive interlaminar 
damages within the investigated composites, leading to the formation of 
shear/delamination fractures, ultimately resulting in a ductile failure 
mode [39]. Therefore, the observed changes in fracture behavior reflect 
the negative effects of salt-fog exposition on the composites, high-
lighting the critical role of interlaminar damages in governing their 
structural integrity. 

However, by comparing the curves at different aging cycles, it is 
found that the mechanical properties are not particularly influenced by 
this factor. All specimens show very similar main mechanical properties, 
with a reduction in strength of 35 %. At the same time, all aged speci-
mens exhibit the failure strain about 3 times higher than that found for 
the unaged specimen (~16 % and 5.8 %, respectively). 

It is important to underline that not all aging processes cause per-
manent damage to composite laminates. As Fig. 3 clearly illustrates, the 
dry phase conducted in controlled conditions (i.e., 50 % RH at 22 ◦C) 
concerns the gradual removal of water absorbed during the humid 
phase. After this, a gradual recovery of mechanical properties is pre-
dictable, taking into account that some of the degradation processes 

might be reversible. Identifying and quantifying the extent of this 
reversibility experienced throughout the dry phase is crucial for 
designing composites with enhanced durability. 

Fig. 5b compares the stress-strain curves shown by composites at the 
end of each dry phase of the three cycles. As previously mentioned, 
exposure to salt-fog conditions significantly decreased flexural strength, 
stiffness, and strain at break for 1WD0, 2WD0, and 3WD0 composites. 
However, a subsequent drying phase led to a partial recovery of these 
performances. Post-drying flexural stress-strain curves exhibited 
enhanced maximum strength and reduced strain at failure. Additionally, 
the initial slope of the curve (corresponding to flexural modulus), 
evaluated at low strain values, also increased. 

This indicates that the detrimental effects of water exposition, such 
as plasticization and softening, can be partially reversed upon drying. 
Specifically, the composite’s maximum flexural strength nearly recov-
ered after drying. For instance, the 1WD18 sample exhibited an average 
maximum flexural strength of 84.8 MPa, which is only 5 % lower than 
that of the unaged sample (i.e., 0WD0). Instead, the 1WD18 sample’s 
strain at failure reached 9.7 %, significantly greater that the 0WD0 
sample’s value by 3.9 %. Similar observations were made for the 2WD18 
and 3WD18 samples. 

During the humid phase, when water is absorbed, a range of 
degradation mechanisms affecting the mechanical behavior of com-
posites in different manners trigger. It is interesting to note that even 
after drying, the flax fiber reinforced composite retains its large 
deflection, suggesting that its stiffness and deformation at break have 
only been partially compromised. On the other hand, the maximum 
strength seems to have almost fully recovered. These observations 
indicate that the decrease in strength during the humid phase is pri-
marily due to reversible aging, while the loss of stiffness is likely a result 
of a combination of reversible and irreversible processes. Overall, the 
water absorption during the humid phase has complex effects on the 
mechanical properties of the composites, with some compromises in 
stiffness and strength that are partially recoverable. These findings 
emphasize the importance of understanding the occurring different 
degradation mechanisms in order to optimize the performance and 
durability of such composites. 

To acquire further information concerning the composites’ me-
chanical changes due to humid/dry aging cycles, Fig. 6 shows 
morphological SEM images of fractured specimens from the flexural test. 

The unaged sample (i.e., 0WD0) may indicate a good compatibility 
between flax fibers and surrounding polymer. The resin fills the gaps 
between the fibers, creating a suitable interfacial adhesion and even 
stress distribution at the fiber/matrix interface. This helps prevent 
cavities and weaknesses in the material. Upon closer inspection, it be-
comes evident that the aged sample, (i.e., 3WD18), exhibits character-
istics that contrast with its initial state. Specifically, a noticeable change 
is observed in -flax fibers, which appear prone to unraveling, indicating 
a potential deterioration in the structural integrity. Furthermore, the 
apparent loss of interfacial bonding within the fiber-matrix composite 
can be identified, hinting at a probable cause related to absorbed water. 
This excess moisture likely contributes to a weakening of the interfacial 
adhesion, ultimately leading to debonding phenomena occurring at the 
interface domain [40]. Therefore, the formation of preferential water 
pathways at the interface between the debonded area further contrib-
utes to weaken the adhesion. These structural discontinuities, formed 
during the humid phase, persist even as the environment transitions into 
the dry phase, become more relevant with increasing cycle number. As a 
result, interfacial stress transfer is limited, reducing the stiffness of the 
composite and improving its ductility and toughness [41,42]. 

3.2.2. Flexural strength and stiffness evolution 
A support for a greater understanding of the reversibility/irrevers-

ibility of the degradation processes during humid-dry cycles can be 
provided by analyzing the evolution of flexural strength and modulus 
values with the aging time (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 5. Stress-strain curves at the end of (a) humid phase and (b) dry phase for 
each cycle. Unaged sample was added as reference. 
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The composite cyclically undergoes a progressive reduction in 
strength and stiffness during the humid phase, regaining them during 
the subsequent dry phase. The results obtained at various drying in-
tervals highlight how the mechanical performances can be largely 
restored even after a few days of exposure to a dry environment. 
Regardless of the aging cycle, approximately 20–30 % of the composite’s 
strength is recovered already after 5 drying days (Fig. 7a). This indicates 
that the degradation phenomena responsible for the decay of the com-
posite’s strength during the humid phase are mainly reversible. How-
ever, Fig. 7b shows that although the modulus of the composite also 
increases clearly in value as the drying time increases, it always remains 
significantly lower than that of unaged specimen. At the end of aging 
campaign, the flexural modulus shown by flax composite is equal to 
3.16 GPa, about − 24 % than the unaged material (i.e., 4.18 GPa). 

This behavior can be ascribed to diverse degradative phenomena le 
which play a crucial role in the worsening of the composites’ overall 
performances. In particular, the absorbed moisture alters flax fiber 
composites’ mechanical response. The water absorption could induce 
swelling of the hydrophilic flax fibers, triggering matrix microcracking 
[22]. This favors local stresses in the composite mainly located on 
fiber-matrix interface, which further promote crack initiation and 
propagation [30]. 

In this case the reduced exposure in salt spray (i.e., 10 days) may not 
allow the formation of significant amount of microcracks. This would 
lead to non-degenerative degradation phenomena which can be 
reversibly recovered whether the specimens are removed from the 
humid environment. 

Likewise, the decrease in the stiffness can generally be related with 
softening and plasticization phenomena induced in wet NFRCs [43]. In 
fact, the stiffness drop is likely due to a combined effect of both matrix 
and fiber softening. This happens because dry flax fibers have very stiff 
cellulose fibrils, where the cellulose molecules are tightly bound 

together. However, water can seep through these fibers and interact 
with the hydroxyl groups on the cellulose molecules, creating weak 
hydrogen bonds [44]. This weakens the bonds that hold the flax struc-
ture rigid, acting like a lubricant also allowing the cellulose molecules to 
freely move, making the fibers more flexible [45]. 

Furthermore, from the matrix point of view, epoxy resins can absorb 
both free and bound water [46]. Free water molecules have large 
mobility, diffusing freely through the gaps and holes within the bulk of 
the thermoset structure, thus leading to a reversible sorption effect. In 
contrast, bound water molecules are constrained by interaction to the 
polar groups within the polymer network, thus leading to permanent 
sorption effects [47]. 

Fig. 8 shows the overlap of drying curves in different cycle, after 
aligning the axes with the beginning of the drying phase for each cycle. 
This helps to visualize how the recovery of mechanical performance 
changes depending on the aging cycle. 

Both mechanical performances have been normalized to the values 
shown by the unaged composite, according to the following equations: 

FSV(%)=
σti− σ0

σ0
• 100 Eq. 2  

YMV(%)=
Eti− E0

E0
• 100 Eq. 3  

Where σ0 and E0 represent flexural strength and modulus at the begin-
ning of the aging campaign (i.e., dry unaged samples), respectively. On 
the other hand, σti and Eti are the flexural properties shown by the flax 
fiber reinforced composite at ti aging exposure time (i.e., identified as 
the sum of the time intervals in salt-fog chamber and drying), 
respectively. 

According to Fig. 8a, the FSV index values at 0 time decreases at 
increasing aging cycles. These points represent the flexural strength of 

Fig. 6. SEM micrographs at different magnification of fractured surfaces of (a–b) 0WD0 and (c–d) 3WD18 samples.  
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samples immediately after the exposure to salt-fog in each cycle (i.e., 
1WD0, 2WD0, and 3WD0 samples). The y-axis values indicate a signif-
icant reduction in flexural strength, reaching a maximum decline of 
44.5 % for 3WD0 samples. 

With prolonged drying, the difference in flexural strength between 
aged and unaged samples diminishes, as reflected by the decreasing 
variation in flexural strength values. 

Interestingly, although three-cycle tests are characterized by a more 
significant reduction in resistance, at the same time they show faster 
recovery. This means that despite experiencing a considerable decrease 
in the strength, the composite is able to regain much of its original 
mechanical strength relatively quickly. Indeed, after about 240 h of 
drying, the overall mechanical resistance of flax fiber reinforced com-
posite is only − 6.28 % lower than that of the unaged specimen, indi-
cating its effective recovery capabilities over time. 

Analogous consideration can be argued evaluating Fig. 8b referred to 
YMV index. It is worth noting that the flax fiber reinforced composite 
with the most rapid recovery capacity is the one that has undergone 
three aging cycles. It is interesting to observe that, unlike the strength 
trend, the NFRC indicates a residual significant modification in the 
flexural modulus. Specifically, (i.e., 3WD18 sample), the flexural 
modulus at the end of the final drying cycle is found to be − 24.3 % lower 
than the initial value (i.e., shown by the unaged counterpart). Such 
findings shed light on the unique properties and characteristics of 
various FFRP materials, highlighting the influence of aging cycles on the 
mechanical performances of the composite, specifically on its flexural 
stiffness. 

These considerations are summarized in Table 2 where FSV and YMV 
indices at varying aging cycles are compared. 

At increasing aging cycles, the minimum FSV and YMV increases as a 
consequence of the larger hydrothermal aging induced by salt-fog 

environment. All these degradation phenomena are largely reversible 
as confirmed by the residual FSV and YMV indices that progressively 
increase toward zero value with increasing aging cycles. In particular, 
these parameters diminished to 3.64–3.65 % at the end of the third 
cycle. This implies that the reversible contribution of the degradation 
phenomena (related to ΔFSV and ΔYMV values) becomes increasingly 
predominant compared to the irreversible ones (related with residual 
FSV and YMV values). 

To visually depict the degradation extent of the examined composite 
(considering FSV and YMV indices), Fig. 9a and b present topological 
maps relating the flexural strength variation index FSV and Young 
modulus variation index YMV at increasing time, respectively. These 
graphs aid in comprehending whether the degradation can be fully or 
partially regained during each dry phase of the aging cycles and how 
these phenomena evolve due to aging. 

For each plot, the colored lines are referred to low or long aging 
cycles. The vertex of the lines indicates the transition from humid to dry 
cycle. During the drying time, two distinct subsections, able of dis-
tinguishing between irreversible and reversible aging regions, were 
identified. Furthermore, the differences between lowest and highest 
aging cycles (I and III cycles, respectively) were highlighted in the map 
with red arrows. Besides, the topological maps allow to indicate the 
recovery envelope curves, related with the composites’ increasing per-
formance recovery during the humid/dry cycles. Summarizing, some 
considerations can be argued from the identified sub-areas.  

1. Reversible aging area. This states the performance lost during 
exposure to high humidity conditions, which is reversibly recovered 
by removing the composite from this environment and restoring 
ambient dry conditions. This region is strictly correlated to degra-
dative phenomena (e.g. water adsorption within the polymer 

Fig. 7. Evolution of flexural (a) strength and (b) modulus values at increasing 
time during each aging cycle. 

Fig. 8. Percentage variations of flexural (a) strength and (b) modulus at 
increasing time during each aging cycle. 
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matrix), that weaken the composite, causing it to acquire an elasto-
plastic mechanical behavior [23]. The absorbed water can be 
expelled through natural evaporation during a subsequent drying 
period, without causing permanent damage to the composite [26];  

2. Irreversible aging area. The detrimental effects that endure after 
removing composites from the climatic chamber (i.e., salt-fog) are 
due to irreversible phenomena. Delamination, debonding and/or 
matrix microcracks are damages caused by this degradation [48]. In 
fact, composites retain these defects at the end of the single cycle (i. 
e., salt-fog exposition followed by controlled drying), leading to a 
structural discontinuity and irreversible reduction in their mechan-
ical response [24];  

3. Cycling effect area. As the number of aging cycles increases, the 
performance decay and recovery curve exhibit a graphical twist. 
Specifically, a reduction during the humid phase and a subsequent 
larger recovery during the dry phase take place. Consequently, it is 
possible to identify a crossover point, at which there is a reversal of 
the trend between the two phases. Furthermore, it is possible to 
observe that the cycling effect is more relevant to resistance than 
stiffness plot, allowing to achieve at III aging cycle a very limited 
irreversible aging area. In fact, this area is very confined in the upper 
right corner of Fig. 9a, referred to FSV index, Instead, it is largely 
extended for YMV index (Fig. 9b). 

Summarizing, this study assesses the promising use of Fiber- 
Reinforced Composites (FFRCs) in specific outdoor applications where 
they can act as semi-structural elements. However, a potential issue of 
permanent stiffness loss due to alternate hydrothermal aging needs 
careful attention. This highlights the importance of further research into 
improving FFRC durability under fluctuating humidity and dryness 
conditions. Thus, the study emphasizes the need for more comprehen-
sive knowledge on FFRCs durability to guarantee their long-term per-
formance and reliability in real-world settings. 

3.3. Performance recovery modelling 

With the purpose to assess the performances degradation and re-
covery of the composite during humid/dry cycles, an analytical model 

able to explain the recovery process of the investigated composites was 
proposed, considering how their alternate aging influences this 
behavior. This model aims to identify the key characteristics of the re-
covery phenomenon for all the materials studied. 

When composites are exposed to humidity, their mechanical prop-
erties can significantly change due to processes like plasticization and 
weakening of the fiber-matrix bond. Besides, the performance degra-
dation can be related to weight changes in composites resulting from 
water absorption and desorption occurring during humid/dry cycles 
[49,50]. To validate this statement, the relationships between flexural 
strength and modulus and weight change values during humid and dry 
phases of each cycle were reported in Fig. 10 (a) and (b) respectively. 

Regardless of the aging cycle number, a quite linear trend with both 
flexural strength and elastic modulus values reduced proportionally 
with the weight gain was identified. This means that materials with 
larger weight gains experienced larger reductions in their mechanical 
strength and stiffness. 

The release of water during the drying phase is linked to a gradual 
process of releasing absorbed water molecules. As a result, the main 
reason for the performance recovery of composites dried after being 
exposed to the humid environment can be likely related to the removal 
of water vapor from the material’s core by desorption. In this concern, a 
pseudo-second-order model could be applied to predict their evolution 
during time [51,52], allowing to define a performance recovery model 
based on this approach [53]. In particular: 

dXt

dt
=K2(Xe − Xt)

2 (3)  

Where Xt is the performance recovery (expressed in MPa or GPa for 
strength and modulus respectively) at a specific time t. If we integrate 
Equation (3) considering the starting condition that the concentration of 
X (denoted by Xt) is 0 at time 0 (t = 0), and the ending condition that Xt 
reaches a specific value (Xt) at a specific time (t = t), we can transform 
the resulting expression for pseudo-second-order kinetics into a linear 
form. 

t
Xt

=
1

K2X2
e
+

t
Xe

(4) 

Table 2 
Flexural strength and modulus variations at varying aging cycles.   

Minimum FSV [%] Residual FSV [%] Δ FSV [%] Minimum YMV [%] Residual YMV [%] Δ YMV [%] 

I Cycle − 40.3 − 7.7 32.6 − 66.8 − 27.9 38.9 
II Cycle − 43.7 − 6.4 37.3 − 69.5 − 25.1 44.4 
III Cycle − 44.5 − 4.1 40.4 − 70.5 − 24.1 46.2  

Fig. 9. Topological map of reversible and irreversible aging based on a) FSV and b) YMV indices.  
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the second-order rate constant K2 (MPa− 1⋅h− 1) and the maximum 
equilibrium performance recovery (Xe) can be determined from the 
slope and intercept of a linear plot of t/Xt versus time. Additionally, the 
initial performance recovery rate h0,2 (MPa h− 1) and the half perfor-
mance recovery time h can be calculated using the following equations: 

ho,2 =K2X2
e (5)  

t1/2 =
1

K2⋅Xe
(6) 

Based on this analysis, a relationship between performance recovery 
and drying time can be assessed by examining the fitting parameters 
presented in Table 3. 

The composite samples exposed to aging cycles show inconsistent 
data, making it difficult to identify a clear trend across the three batches. 
Possibly, this is likely due to limited aging cycles that don’t sufficiently 
distinguish between performance changes among the batches. However, 
some insights are available: 

Maximum recovery: After the third aging cycle, the maximum 
equilibrium performance recovery (Xe) is notably higher than after the 
first cycle for both flexural strength and modulus. This suggests that 
highly aged samples recover better when transitioning from humid to 
dry phases compared to low aging cycle samples. 

Recovery rate: Samples exposed to three aging cycles show a 
significantly faster initial performance recovery rate (h0,2 parameter) in 
flexural strength compared to those exposed to a single cycle. 

Exposing materials to repeated cycles of humid/dry cycles for 
extended periods impacts how they release water by desorption and, 
consequently, how well they recover their lost mechanical performance. 
This effect is more pronounced in materials that suffered aging and 
developed preferential pathways for water diffusion, as previously 
discussed. 

These pathways allow water to move through the material more 
easily and quickly during the drying phase, leading to a faster and more 
complete recovery of mechanical performance. This applies to both the 

speed of recovery and the extent of performance regained after a long 
drying period. 

However, this consideration, valid for flexural strength parameter, is 
less relevant for the flexural modulus parameter. This is because cracks, 
debonding and delamination caused by the humid phases can perma-
nently damage the material, hindering its ability to recover its original 
performance [25]. Furthermore, the presence of these defects, such as 
delamination, debonding voids, or micro-cracks, in natural fiber com-
posites significantly delays performance recovery during subsequent 
drying phases [21]. This, in turns, leads to a significantly lower h0,2 
value compared to the flexural modulus parameter. 

Based on the achieved experimental data and the theoretical model 
we propose a simplified method to predict the mechanical behavior of 
the composite material when exposed to alternating humid and dry 
conditions (humid/dry cycle). This method considers that we observe a 
decline in the mechanical performance during the humid phase, fol-
lowed by a partial recovery during the dry phase. Indicating as P0 the 
initial value of a specific flexural property (e.g., strength or modulus) of 
composite before any exposure to humid/dry cycles; we can estimate the 
mechanical performance (Pt) of the composite at any given time (t) after 
the start of the humid/dry cycle, Pt = P(th+td), as: 

P(th+td) =P0
αh(th)
αd(td)

(7) 

This simplified formula was define considering that the effectiveness 
of a material exposed to a harsh environment, like salt-fog, can degrade 
over time. This degradation is represented by the decay factor, αh(th), 
which is related to the material’s exposure duration, th. Conversely, the 
material can recover some of its effectiveness when placed in a dry 
environment. This recovery is captured by the recovery factor, αd(td), 
which is related to the drying time, td. It’s important to note that both 
decay and recovery factors are always less than 1. The decay factor and 
recovery factor are defined by the following expression, respectively: 

αh(th)=
Ph@th

P0
(8)  

αd(td)=
Ph

Ph@th + Xd@td
(9)  

Where Ph@th is the mechanical performance (i.e., strength or modulus) 
at th exposition time related to the humid phase and it was calculated by 
considering the linear relationship between mechanical performance 
and water uptake [54], by using the following equation: 

Ph@th =
(

1 −
P0 − Ph∞

P0

WCth
WC∞

)

P0 (10) 

Fig. 10. (a) Flexural strength and (b) modulus versus weight change.  

Table 3 
Pseudo-second order fitting parameters.   

I Cycle II Cycle III Cycle 

Flexural Strength Xe MPa 32.294 36.809 38.219 
K2 MPa− 1⋅h− 1 0.0005 0.0005 0.0013 
h0,2 MPa/h 0.527 0.613 1.971 
t1/2 h 0.928 0.931 0.992 

Flexural Modulus Xe MPa 1.746 2.043 2.115 
K2 MPa− 1⋅h− 1 0.0103 0.0041 0.0108 
h0,2 MPa/h 0.031 0.018 0.045 
t1/2 h 0.936 0.783 0.958  
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Ph∞ is the reduced performance at maximum exposition time (10 days of 
humid exposition). WCth and WC∞ are the weight change values 
observed at th and at maximum exposition, respectively. Instead, Xd@td, 
is the mechanical performance (i.e., strength or modulus) at td exposi-
tion time in the dry environment and can be determined based on eq. 
(4). Fig. 11 evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed mathematical 
model by comparing and the fitting results and the experimental data. 
The data are referred to the three-point bending strength and stiffness (i. 
e., modulus) values shown by flax fiber reinforced composite during the 
dry phases of each cycle (i.e., I, II and III). 

The provided graphs suggest that the simplified forecasting model 
accurately predicts both flexural strength and modulus of the composite 
throughout the entire drying period, regardless of the duration of the 
humid phase. The model closely matches the experimental data at short 
and long drying times. However, a small discrepancy emerges at inter-
mediate times (around 120 h), where deviations of about 8 % and 15 % 
in flexural strength and modulus trends, respectively, are observed. This 
drying time coincides with a “knee” in the recovery trend, indicating a 
transition from kinetically fast to diffusion-limited recovery 

mechanisms. Nevertheless, the good fit is further confirmed by the low 
root mean squared error (RMSE) [55]. The RMSE between the predicted 
and experimental values indicated a high degree of fit, supported by an 
average R-squared value (R2 or the coefficient of determination) of at 
least 0.85, demonstrating the pseudo-second order model’s accuracy 
regardless the applied aging cycle. 

4. Conclusion 

This study examines the impact of multiple humid-dry aging cycles 
on the mechanical stability and physical properties of flax fiber rein-
forced composites (FFRCs) with the main aim of assessing their dura-
bility in simulated outdoor conditions, also promoting sustainable 
composites for semi-structural applications. To this scope, FFRCs were 
aged for 12 weeks by exposing them to three repeated humid (salt-fog)/ 
dry cycles. 

It was found that the investigated composites show weight gain 
during the humid phase of each repeated cycle, followed by weight loss 
upon each drying phase. More in detail, the maximum water uptake 
values improve at the end of each humid phase as well as the residual 

Fig. 11. Experimental data and model fitting results referred to (a, c, e) flexural strength and (b, d, f) modulus during dry phases of each aging cycle.  
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weight values reduce at the end of each dry phase, with increasing the 
number of cycles. Therefore, a greater gap between maximum and 
minimum weight uptake values was evidenced as a function of the aging 
cycle’ number, mainly due to the degradation phenomena that occurred 
during the salt-fog exposition, which become more relevant as the 
number of applied cycles increases. 

From the mechanical point of view, FFRCs weaken when exposed to 
the salt-fog environment, but they were also able to recover their me-
chanical stability during the next dry phases of each cycle, regaining 
20–30 % of strength after few days. This means that the strength 
reduction is almost full reversible. However, the flexural modulus of 
composites exposed to three aging cycles (i.e., at the end of the aging 
campaign) remained − 24 % lower than that of unaged ones. 

Furthermore, an analytical simplified model was proposed to assess 
the performance degradation and recovery shown by FFRCs exposed to 
multiple humid/dry cycles. It allowed us to understand with promising 
effectiveness how non-constant aging conditions can affect the recovery 
process and identifying key characteristics of this phenomenon in the 
studied materials. 

Overall, this paper addresses the potential of FFRCs for specific semi- 
structural outdoor applications. However, concerns arise regarding 
permanent stiffness loss caused by accelerated aging, requiring careful 
consideration. This stresses the need to further developing their aging 
resistance when exposed to alternate humid/dry environmental condi-
tions. The achieved findings underline the relevance of advancing and 
improving the current knowledge on FFRCs durability to ensure their 
long-term effectiveness and reliability in real-world scenarios. 
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